INTRODUCTION
Digital map has to be periodically updated since the geographic information is changing rapidly and it constitutes national geographic information system. To generate and update of digital map, generally, aerial photographs are used. However they have several restrictions for images acquisition and they cannot be acquired over inaccessible areas. For that reason, generation and revision of digital map using satellite images is an issue.
Previous researches investigated that high resolution satellite images can be substituted aerial photograph in cartographic purpose (Konecny and Schiewe, 1996; Fraser, 2002; Kay et al., 2003) . They considered the geometric accuracy of satellite image as a key factor to draw such a conclusion. However digital maps are made by a series of photogrammetric workflow. Therefore the accuracy of digital maps are also affected by the quality of satellite images, such as image interpretability. The interpretability of satellite images are expressed by many parameters such as GSD(Ground Sampling Distance), SNR(Signal to Noise Ratio), GRD(Ground Resolving Distance) and NIIRS(National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale). In several researches, the accuracy of digital map according to GSD of satellite image was discussed. Some researches generated digital map using SPOT-5 identified the number of plotted features (Priebbenow and Clerici, 1998) or compared with respect to features shape and size (Amitabh et al., 2008) . GSD, which used for spatial resolution of satellite images, indicates topographic distance per each pixel but it is not sufficiently to describe image interpretability. On the other hands, GRD and NIIRS are representative parameters for image interpretability. GRD means the smallest size of the object that should be able to discern within images and NIIRS is defined the type of object that should be able to identify. Therefore, in this study, we will consider these parameters for analysis of the effects of image quality on digital map generation from satellite images.
In this paper, QuickBird, IKONOS and KOM PSAT-2, which have similar spatial resolution are used for generation of 1:5000 digital maps. First we estimate quality of each images and generate digital map using digital photogrammetric workstations according to the mapping guidelines of the Korea National Geographic Information Institute(NGII). Then we compare plotted features of each image and reference data, analyze the relation between the number of plotted features and image quality. The result of experiments will be able to show critical parameters of image quality on digital map generation.
DATAS ETS AND S TUDY AREA
In this experiments, high resolution satellite images, QuickBird, IKONOS and KOM PSAT-2, were used. The study area was over Daejeon, Korea. The area included major layers of 1:5000 digital map feature catalogues such as railroad, river, road, building, type of ground, facilities and topography. Table 3 . The properties of the used KOM PSAT-2 stereo pair.
METHODOLOGY Estimation of Image Quality
The image quality parameters such as RER(Relative Edge Response), GSD, SNR, GRD and NIIRS are used widely. As mentioned above, however, GSD does not reflected image interpretability sufficiently. SNR, which tells the amount of noise of images, is not appropriate to explain the overall quality of image since it can only describe specific aspects of the image quality. Thus it is issued to use RER, GRD and NIIRS that indicate image interpretability. RER is estimated as the difference of edge response at -0.5 pixel and +0.5pixel from the center of edge. GRD and NIIRS are determined by equations including image quality parameters that estimated by edge analysis method. The artificial targets that is needed for edge analysis have some problems such as high cost to set up. For these reasons, our previous researches performed to estimate GRD and NIIRS using natural targets and validated for reliability of results Kim and Kim, 2011) .
In this experiment, we measured RER, SNR, GRD and NIIRS using edge analysis method based on natural targets. NIIRS is estimated by two versions with different coefficients.
Generation of 1:5000 S cale Digital Map
According to the guidelines of NGII, digital map scaled by 1:5000 is composed of 587 geographic feature layers and this study area includes 95 layers of these layers. Also, layers dependant to image acquisition time, required field survey, reference data and additional editing were excluded because maps were plotted using only digital photogrammetric workstation here. After this process, 33 layers of 95 layers were possible to plot. Figure 4 presents the result of digital map generation using aerial photograph over study area. This map was used as the Figure 4 . The reference digital map generated by aerial photo over study area.
RES ULT AND DIS CUS S IONS
In this study, we carried out image quality estimation by edge analysis method based on natural target. The result of image quality estimation presents that quality of QuickBird image is the best among other images. The difference of GSD between QuickBird, IKONOS and KOM PSAT-2 were not much but difference of other parameters such as RER, GRD, NIIRS were so. QuickBird and IKONOS produced similar values of RER, GRD and NIIRS. On the other hands, the quality of KOM PSAT-2 images was lower in this experiment. Table 4 shows the result of image quality estimation and the number of points used for edge analysis.
After estimating the image quality, we generated the digital maps scaled by 1:5000. The result of the plotted features is presented in Table 5 . In the table, we can identify that digital maps generated from QuickBird and IKONOS present 33layers of 34 layers. The digital map, generated from KOM PSAT-2 satellite images, presents 11 layers of 34 layers. These results imply that identifiable features cannot be expected with GSD only. For all three image types, GSDs were in a similar range. We could also observe that SNR can neither explain the digital map quality. SNR values for all three types were similar.
The image interpretability affected to recognize the features within image. The differences of RER, GRD and NIIRS were significant between QuickBird/ IKONOS and KOM PSAT -2 images. 
CONCLUS IONS
In this paper, we generated the digital maps at 1:5000 scale using three high resolution satellite images for analysis of the effects of image quality on generation digital map, and we compared plotted features between satellite images and aerial photograph. Also image quality was estimated quantitatively and compared these results with the number of plotted features. The results of experiments showed that digital maps generated by various satellite images could produce different results even if they have similar spatial resolution. RER, GRD and NIIRS that tell the image interpretability were critical parameters than GSD for digital map generation.
M ain contribution of this study is the investigation of the plotted features extracted by various satellite images and analyze the effect of image quality from the results of plotted map s.
